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nsfer: mechanism and reactivity
governed by three-component thermodynamics†

Zuzanna Wojdyla and Martin Srnec *

Here, we demonstrate that the relationship between reactivity and thermodynamics in radical ligand

transfer chemistry can be understood if this chemistry is dissected as concerted ion-electron transfer

(cIET). Namely, we investigate radical ligand transfer reactions from the perspective of thermodynamic

contributions to the reaction barrier: the diagonal effect of the free energy of the reaction, and the off-

diagonal effect resulting from asynchronicity and frustration, which we originally derived from the

thermodynamic cycle for concerted proton-electron transfer (cPET). This study on the OH transfer

reaction shows that the three-component thermodynamic model goes beyond cPET chemistry,

successfully capturing the changes in radical ligand transfer reactivity in a series of model FeIII–OH/

(diflouro)cyclohexadienyl systems. We also reveal the decisive role of the off-diagonal thermodynamics

in determining the reaction mechanism. Two possible OH transfer mechanisms, in which electron

transfer is coupled with either OH− and OH+ transfer, are associated with two competing

thermodynamic cycles. Consequently, the operative mechanism is dictated by the cycle yielding a more

favorable off-diagonal effect on the barrier. In line with this thermodynamic link to the mechanism, the

transferred OH group in OH−/electron transfer retains its anionic character and slightly changes its

volume in going from the reactant to the transition state. In contrast, OH+/electron transfer develops an

electron deficiency on OH, which is evidenced by an increase in charge and a simultaneous decrease in

volume. In addition, the observations in the study suggest that an OH+/electron transfer reaction can be

classified as an adiabatic radical transfer, and the OH−/electron transfer reaction as a less adiabatic ion-

coupled electron transfer.
Introduction

Radical ligand transfer reactions play an important role in
biological processes, such as biosynthesis of natural products1–6

and collagen,7 or neutralization of toxins (see Scheme 1A).8,9 It is
also an important step in organic synthesis enabling late-stage
functionalization and synthesis of possible high-value products
via photo- or electrochemical activation of alkenes or carboxylic
acids (see Scheme 1B).10,11 This strategy opens the way for
selective formation of difunctionalized products, which might
later serve as intermediates in synthetic processes.10–14 To date,
radical ligand transfer reactions are performed with the use of
redox-active metal (manganese or iron) complexes. On the other
hand, metal-independent reactions typically proceed via elec-
tron transfer, with the only – to our knowledge – exception of
thyil group transfer performed by a disulde bearing tetra-
uoropyridinyl group in reaction with alkyl radicals.15
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A prototypical example of (biological) radical-ligand transfer
is OH group transfer, better known as radical hydroxylation or
the OH rebound reaction, which is a part of the catalytic cycle of
many metal-containing oxygenases.16 This type of reaction was
also subjected to an intensive study in enzymatic and biomi-
metic chemistry.17–20 Transfer of the OH group in enzymes (and
their biomimetics) is preceded by hydrogen atom abstraction
(HAA) from the substrate by a high-valent metal-oxo site, which
produces a substrate radical intermediate and a metal–OH
moiety. In the next step, the hydroxyl group is transferred onto
the substrate radical, forming the hydroxylated product.21 Apart
from radical hydroxylation, other examples of radical ligand
transfer reactions can involve halogenation,22–25 azidation26–29 or
alkoxidation.30 These reactions can be carried out using the
samemolecular scaffold as that for radical hydroxylation, as has
been shown in the examples of enzymes that can convert their
native ability for radical hydroxylation into the ability to carry
out other radical ligand transfers by changing the reaction
conditions or the substrate for the reaction, or through directed
evolution.31–35 This indicates that transfers of different radical
ligands may follow the same mechanism.

As far as the mechanism of radical ligand transfer is con-
cerned, it was computationally investigated in the study of non-
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8459–8471 | 8459
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Scheme 1 Examples of radical ligand transfers in biological and synthetic chemistry.
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heme iron halogenase SyrB2, an enzyme capable of halogenation
as well as hydroxylation of its non-native substrates. For this
system it was demonstrated that the preference for halogen vs.
hydroxyl radical transfer from the SyrB2 HO–FeIII–Cl active site to
the substrate radical is a joint result of the energy difference
between two key redox-active dp* frontiermolecular orbitals (one
along the Fe–Cl bond vs. one along the Fe–OH bond) and the
position of the substrate relative to the HO–Fe–Cl plane.36 Yet, in
both cases, the radical transfer mechanism has been shown to
involve rather non-intuitive electron transfer (ET) from the
substrate to FeIII through the super-exchange mediating R−

ligand, with the concomitant transfer of R− to the substrate.36

Thus, the ET was proposed to be an integral part of radical
halogenation/hydroxylation. Similarly, experimental studies on
a series of para-substituted radicals in reaction with heme and
non-heme FeIII–OH complexes revealed a slight dependence of
the rate constant on the redox potential of the radical – a lower
reaction rate was observed for radicals hosting more strongly
electron withdrawing substituents,18,37 which again indicates that
ET is an important component of radical ligand transfer. More-
over, as shown for a biomimetic non-heme azide–FeIII–OH
complex, the ET component of the radical ligand transfer may
play a role in the product selectivity of the reaction.38 In this
system a switch from hydroxylation towards azidation was
observed upon change of the substrate to a more electron rich
one (i.e. with the lowest redox potential). On a similar note,
Savéant et al. found that the release of radicals from butyl and
benzyl halides mechanistically involves ET coupled to bond
cleavage.38,39 Based on all these studies, the radical ligand trans-
fer reaction can thus be thought of as an electron transfer (ET)
coupled to the transfer of the corresponding ion (IT) – concerted
electron-ion transfer (cIET), which might be viewed as analogous
to the canonical concerted proton-electron transfer (cPET).40–42

In contrast to cIET, the chemistry of cPET has been studied
much more intensively and thus offers a possible starting point
for the study of cIET.40–57 One of the key aspects of cPET
chemistry is the variable degree of concertedness between ET
8460 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8459–8471
and proton transfer (PT) from the fully concerted mode to an
asynchronous mode in favor of ET or PT; the limiting case is
then the stepwise ET/PT or PT/ET mode. This feature and its
connection to reactivity was rst qualitatively described via
More O'Ferrall–Jencks diagrams58–60 and later was more quan-
titatively but empirically captured by Bernasconi's principle of
non-perfect synchronization.61,62

Recently, it was shown by one of us that the extent to which
the cPET reaction is asynchronous in favor of ET or PT, can be
quantitatively and non-empirically determined by the energetics
associated with the full-reaction thermodynamic cycle depicted
in black in Scheme 2 (bottom, le).63 The cycle includes three
thermodynamically equivalent pathways for H-atom (H+/e−)
abstraction from the substrate Sub-H to the oxidant Oxc, two of
which are the stepwise (off-diagonal) ET/PT and PT/ET pathways
with the ET and PT states as intermediates along the respective
reaction coordinates. Although these ET and PT states are never
formed during the single-step cPET reaction, the energetics of
these ET and PT states inuences concertedness of ET and PT in
cPET and thus shapes cPET reactivity. All this is encoded in the
acid–base and redox properties of the reaction partners, which
compete for the H-atom (i.e. the H+/e− pair). The competition is
described by the free energies of one-electron reduction vs.
protonation of the oxidant and the substrate radical (Oxc and
Subc).63 These free energies are associated with the half-reaction
thermodynamic cycles, one for the oxidant (blue panel in Scheme
2) and one for the substrate radical (green panel in Scheme 2).
The three ‘tug-of-wars’ between Oxc and Subc for three different
particles (hydrogen atom, electron and proton) can then be
evaluated simply as a subtractive combination of the half-reac-
tion thermodynamic cycles for the oxidant and the substrate
radical.64 This is indicated in Scheme 2 by combining the blue
and green panels into one diagram, which also provides a link to
the full reaction thermodynamic cycle. The competition between
Oxc and Subc for a hydrogen atom directly determines the free
energy of the reaction, which corresponds to the total thermo-
dynamic driving force for cPET. The two remaining tug-of-wars,
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 2 The canonical concerted proton-electron transfer between the oxidant and the substrate (top) along with the associated half-
reaction thermodynamic cycles (panels in blue and green, left). The full-reaction thermodynamic cycle results from the combination of two half-
reaction cycles (bottom left). The key thermodynamic quantities associated with two off-diagonal branches of these cycles are the free energy of
reduction DGe−

(horizontal arrows) and the free energy of protonation DGH+

(vertical arrows) of the oxidant and the substrate radical. The
combination of DGe−

and DGH+

, corresponding to a p/4 rotation of the [DGe−
; DGH+

] coordinate system, gives rise to two composite variables,
potential duality m and potential disparity u (bottom right). The difference in m and in u between the oxidant and the substrate yields two off-
diagonal thermodynamic reaction characteristics – frustration and asynchronicity (s and h), which together with the free energy of the reaction
DG0 form the three-component thermodynamic basis, shaping cPET reactivity.
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one for the proton and one for the electron, together predeter-
mine two additional reaction characteristics – frustration and
asynchronicity, as indicated in the right plot in Scheme 2.
Explicitly, the plot shows that free energies of one-electron
reduction and protonation, DGe− and DGH+

, of the two competi-
tors Xc (Oxc and Subc) are rst combined into two composite
quantities – potential duality m and potential disparity u. The
potential duality of Xc reects the joint height of the reduced and
protonated states above Xc and describes the ability of Xc to act
together as the oxidant and base. The potential disparity of Xc
reects the difference in the height of the reduced vs. protonated
state above Xc and thus captures to what extent the species Xc is
a stronger/weaker oxidant than a base.

Finally, the two off-diagonal thermodynamic reaction
factors, frustration s and asynchronicity h, are given as the
respective differences between potential dualities and between
potential disparities of Oxc and Subc (Scheme 2, right). Asyn-
chronicity captures the relative height of the ET vs. PT state in
the respective stepwise (off-diagonal) ET/PT and PT/ET path-
ways and thus quanties the thermodynamic preference for ET
vs. PT, which controls the concertedness of ET and PT in cPET.‡
On the other hand, frustration reects the joint thermodynamic
(in)accessibility of the two off-diagonal ET and PT states in these
off-diagonal pathways. The data-driven implementation of s

and h in the linearized Marcus model for the barrier revealed
that the more asynchronous reaction yields higher reaction
rates than the equally exergonic synchronous reaction, whereas
a more frustrated reaction is less effective than an unfrustrated
one.64 Both frustration s and asynchronicity h, together with
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
free energy of the reaction DG0, provide a complete three-
component basis for the thermodynamic contribution to cPET
reactivity.

In this work we demonstrate that the framework developed
for cPET can be employed also for cIET to correctly predict its
reactivity. Moreover, the framework is substantially extended
for cIET by considering mechanistic scenarios that have not
been previously observed in cPET chemistry. For this purpose,
we utilize a series of axially substituted model (TMC)FeIII–OH
complexes in reaction with cyclohexadienyl (CHDc) and 3,3-
diuorocyclohexadienyl (2F-CHDc) radicals. On the basis of the
two substrates, we investigate the link between the mechanism
of the radical ligand transfer reaction and the contributions
originating from the off-diagonal states, associated with ion and
electron transfers (IT and ET). The major nding is that of the
several distinct thermodynamic cycles that may be associated
with radical ligand transfer, the one with the most energetically
accessible off-diagonal states is functional and controls not only
cIET reactivity but also decides on the reaction mechanism.

The structure of this paper is as follows. The rst part pres-
ents the theoretical framework derived for the cIET reactions.
The second section deals with the use of a thermodynamic
model to predict the barriers for OH rebound reactions. The
third section contains a characterization of the evolution of the
electronic structure along the reaction coordinate and its rela-
tion to the thermodynamic description of the reaction. The
fourth section provides insight into the reaction mechanism
based on asynchronicity. The nal section discusses the role of
adiabatic coupling in the reactions.
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8459–8471 | 8461
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Computational methods

The calculations were performed for the L axially ligated and
1,4,8,11-tetramethylcyclam supported iron(III)–OH complexes65

((L)(TMC)FeIII–OH complexes with L listed in Fig. 1A) in reac-
tion with cyclohexadienyl (CHDc) and 3,3-diuorocyclohex-
adienyl (2F-CHDc) radicals. TMC can adapt two conformations –
‘parallel’ and ‘crossed’, which differ by the arrangement of two
opposite C–C bonds (marked in purple in ESI – Fig. S1†). The
parallel conformation is presented in the main text due to lower
Gibbs free energies of the parallel (L)(TMC)FeIII–OH complexes
as compared to their crossed cognates (for the ‘crossed’ set see
the ESI†). Note that the same observations as for the parallel set
can be obtained from the crossed one. For both parallel and
crossed sets, the two electronic congurations of the reactant
complex (RC) were considered: (i) the high-spin (S = 5/2)
(L)(TMC)FeIII–OH complex coupled antiferromagnetically with
(2F-)CHDc (S = −1/2) and (ii) the intermediate-spin (S = 3/2)
(L)(TMC)FeIII–OH complex coupled ferromagnetically with (2F-)
CHDc (S = 1/2). Throughout both the parallel and crossed sets,
the S = 5/2 (L)(TMC)FeIIIOH complexes were characterized by
Fig. 1 (A) Reaction between the tetramethylcyclam (TMC)-supported, ax
3,3-diflouroCHDc used in the study. Note that for FeIII–OH complexes w
DGs only for the 2F-CHD-based systems, as we were not able to optim
appropriate spin state (i.e. S = 5/2 FeIII–OH complex coupled antiferrom
diagonal energetics (DGs

offdiag from eq (7)): negative values indicate prefe

8462 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8459–8471
lower G, and thus we focus in the main text on the high-spin
systems (for S = 3/2 alternatives see the ESI†). Visual inspection
of frontier molecular orbitals was performed to ensure that the
investigated radical ligand transfer reaction consistently follows
the p-channel, that is the electron is accepted (or donated) by
one of the dp* orbitals of the FeIII–OH moiety.

The calculations were performed with Gaussian 16 revision
C.01.66 The B3LYP functional67 with Grimme's D3 dispersion
correction68 and the def2-SVP basis set69 was used. The solvation
effects were described with the conductor-like polarizable
continuum model (CPCM)70 using 3 = 35.7 (acetonitrile). The
Gibbs free energies for the optimized structures were calculated as
the sum of potential electronic energies (Eel) calculated at the
B3LYP-D3/def2-SVP level with CPCM and the thermal enthalpic
and entropic contributions to the Gibbs free energy (at 298.15 K)
obtained from frequency analysis performed at the same level of
theory: G= Eel + [EZPE + pV + RT lnQ], where Eel and Q are the zero-
point vibrational energy and the molecular partition function,
respectively.

The Gibbs free energy barriers for the reactions were calculated
as the difference between the Gibbs free energy of the transition
ial-ligand (L)-perturbed FeIII–OH systems and the substrates CHDc and
ith L marked with an asterisk, we calculated the free-energy barriers
ize the respective transition states of the CHD-based systems in the
agnetically with the substrate radical). (B) The difference between off-
rence for the OH− cycle (blue), positive – for OH+ (red).

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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state (TS) and the isolated reactants (kcal mol−1). A value of 1.9Dn
kcal mol−1 has been applied to correct the computed values to the
1 mol L−1 standard state (a value of 1.9 kcal mol−1 corresponds to
the conversion of a 1 bar standard state in the gas phase to 1 mol
L−1 concentration in solution at 298 K; Dn is the change in the
number of moles). The half-reaction thermodynamic cycles were
calculated according to the same computational protocol, using
the free energies of the ground spin states (structures and spin
states are shown in the ESI†).

The atoms-in-molecules (AIM) approach implemented in the
AIMAll program71 was employed to assess the redistribution of
electron densities during the reaction in the investigated
systems. The atomic charges (calculated as the difference
between the atomic nuclear charge and its associated electron
density) were computed based on the DFT-calculated electron
densities of the optimized structures of the transition states and
reactant complexes. Densities were integrated using the Proaim
method with a ‘very ne’ interatomic surface mesh and a basin
outer angular quadrature of 14 400 grid points (using 15-point
Gaussian quadrature GS15). The AIM properties of the atoms
with a Lagrangian L(A) > 0.001 au were recalculated with the
Promega algorithm. The AIM charges and volumes of the atoms
were used to characterize the reaction, i.e. the amount of elec-
tron density transferred upon transition from the RC to the TS
between the substrate and the (L)(TMC)FeIII–OH complex.

Results and discussion
Thermodynamic cycles for concerted ion-electron transfer;
determination of the valid cycle

According to the conventional view of cPET and cIET, these two
reaction types differ in the charge of the ion that is transferred
between the H-atom/radical donor and acceptor; in the former
case it is cation (i.e. proton) transfer, whereas in the latter case it is
Scheme 3 Top: two mechanistic scenarios for radical ligand transfers be
and co-directional transfer of R+ and the electron denoted as R+

//e−/ tra
electron denoted as R−

//e−) (left and right, respectively). The group Rc c
namic cycles associated with the two R+

//e−/ transfer and R−
//e−) transf

their constituent blocks – half-reaction thermodynamic cycles (color co
key free energy quantities are shown. Their meaning and importance are
cPET presented in Scheme 2. The half-reaction cycles are presented in

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
anion transfer, as we have learned from mechanistic studies of
halogen/hydroxyl radical transfer in SyrB2. This difference also
determines the difference in the ET direction. For ET associated
with cation transfer, the electron is transferred in the same
direction as ion transfer (IT), i.e. from the radical group donorDc to
the radical group acceptor Ac. Alternatively, if ET is coupled to
anion transfer, ET proceeds in the opposite direction to IT, i.e.
from Ac to Dc. Thus, the two interconnected ET/IT transfers can
proceed in either uni- or bidirectional fashion. These scenarios are
illustrated for radical ligand (Rc) transfer in Scheme 3 (top). For Rc
transfer, which takes place as concerted and co-directional transfer
of the cation R+ and electron, we further use the notation R+

//
e−/ transfer (with ‘/’ indicating the direction of transfer from the
Dc to Ac). For Rc transfer, which is realized as the concerted and
contra-directional transfer of the anion R− and electron, we further
use the notation R−

//e−) transfer (with ‘)’ indicating the direction
from Ac to Dc). In the case of R−

//e−) transfer, the species that
accepts the electron is D–R, and the electron thus ows in the
direction opposite to anion transfer. The R+

//e−/ transfer scenario
resembles the canonical cPET described in Scheme 2, i.e. the
electron ows in the direction of cation transfer and is accepted by
the acceptor Ac. Importantly, two distinct concerted ion-electron
transfer scenarios (R+

//e−/ and R−
//e−)) are associated with two

distinct reaction thermodynamic cycles assembled from the
respective half-reaction thermodynamic cycles for the acceptor and
donor of the radical group Rc shown in Scheme 3.

Regardless of the mechanistic scenario, the diagonal path
connecting the initial and the nal state of a reaction corre-
sponds to a transfer of the radical Rc as an intact moiety. In
analogy to cPET, the thermodynamic driving force for such
a transfer is simply the free energy of the reactionDG0=DG0,A−
DG0,D (Scheme 3). Still the two scenarios are very different in
terms of the off-diagonal thermodynamics in the respective
half-reaction cycles. Importantly, the crux of the mechanism, as
tween the Rc donor (D–R) and acceptor (Ac): one involving concerted
nsfer, and one with concerted contra-directional transfer of R− and the
orresponds to OHc in this study. Bottom: the full-reaction thermody-
er mechanisms (left and right, respectively) are depicted together with
ded in the figure). For each half-reaction thermodynamic cycle, three
explained in the main text. Note the left scenario is fully analogous to
Fig. S2.†

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8459–8471 | 8463
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described by the half-reaction cycles, is to correctly identify the
electron-accepting species, which are the initial states in these
cycles. In the co-directional R+

//e−/ transfer, they are Ac and Dc,
whereas in contra-directional R−

//e−) transfer, they are D–R and
A–R.

In Scheme 3, we present subtractive combinations of the half-
reaction cycles to form the respective full-reaction thermodynamic
cycles which reect the competition between the electron-accept-
ing species for the electron (in analogy to Scheme 2 for cPET).
Thus, for the R+

//e−/ transfer full-reaction cycle, the half-reaction
cycle of the radical ligand acceptor starts with electron-accepting Ac
in the upper le corner, while the half-reaction cycle of the radical
ligand donor is oppositely oriented starting with electron-accept-
ing Dc in the lower right corner (Scheme 3, le). In this relative
orientation of the two half-reaction cycles, the upper and lower
horizontal off-diagonals, opposing each other, stand for one-elec-
tron reduction of the Ac and Dc (DGe−

Ac and DGe−
Dc ), respectively,

while the le and right vertical off-diagonals, again opposing each
other, account for the binding of the R+ cation to Dc and Ac
(DGR+

Dc and DGR+
Ac ), respectively.

On the other hand, for the R−
//e−) transfer full-reaction

cycle, the half-reaction cycle of the radical ligand donor starts
with electron-accepting D–R in the upper le corner, while the
half-reaction cycle of the radical ligand acceptor is reversed
starting with electron-accepting A–R in the lower right corner
(Scheme 3, right). In this arrangement, the mutually opposed
upper and lower horizontal off-diagonals correspond to the
one-electron reduction of the D–R and A–R, (DGe−

D–R and
DGe−

A–R), respectively, while the mutually opposed vertical le
and right off-diagonals account for the abstraction of the R−

anion from D–R and A–R (DGR−
D−R and DGR−

A−R), respectively. We
note in passing that the mutually opposed half-reaction off-
diagonals in the case of R+

//e−/ transfer reects the nature of
the competition between Ac vs. Dc, which corresponds to the
tug-of-war for both the electron and R+ cation, as mentioned in
the introduction for canonical cPET. Analogously, the mutually
opposed half-reaction off-diagonals in the case of
R−
//e−) reects the tug-of-war and push-of-war nature of the

competition between D–R and A–R for the electron and anion
R−, respectively. In any case, the opposite orientation of the
half-reaction diagonals captures the competition for the radical
Rc. Specically, for the OH transfer between the Fe-complex and
organic substrate radical, the respective half-reaction thermo-
dynamic cycles are described in Fig. S2.†

Following the concept of asynchronicity and frustration in
ref. 64, which is briey described in the introduction, half-
reaction cycles are used to derive potential disparity u and
duality m (in analogy to Scheme 2) for both unidirectional and
bidirectional transfer scenarios from Scheme 3:

uRþ=R� ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
�
DGe�

X=X�R � DG
Rþ=R�
X

�
(1)

and

mRþ=R� ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
�
DGe�

X=X�R � DG
Rþ=R�
X

�
(2)
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where uR+ quanties to what extent the species Xc (with X as A
and D, respectively) is a stronger/weaker oxidant than a cation
acceptor and mR+ measures the ability of Xc to act together as an
oxidant and a cation acceptor (in the case of R+

//e−/ transfer and
in analogy to cPET as presented in the introduction). In the
alternative R−

//e−) transfer, which has no counterpart in cPET
chemistry to date, uR− captures to what extent the species X–R is
a stronger/weaker oxidant than an anion donor, while mR− reects
the ability of the species X–R to act together as an oxidant and an
anion donor. For the pair of reaction partners, we dene the rst
reaction off-diagonal thermodynamic factor – asynchronicity, h:

hR+ = uAc − uDc (3)

or

hR− = uD–R − uA–R (4)

which measures which of the two components (ET or IT) of the
total thermodynamic driving force DG0 is favored. In any of the
two unidirectional and bidirectional transfer scenarios, the sign
of h indicates which of the transfers (ET or IT) is the favored
component of the thermodynamic driving force – the negative
sign indicates a preference for ET and the positive sign for IT.

The second reaction off-diagonal thermodynamic factor is
frustration, s, which is dened as:

sR+ = mAc − mDc (5)

or

sR− = mD–R − mA–R (6)

reecting how the two off-diagonal IT and ET states are avail-
able together. Note that, in both concerted R−

//e−) and R+
//

e−/ transfer mechanisms, h (and s) is constructed as the
difference between u (and m) of the electron acceptor and u (and
m) of the electron donor. These differences are in fact mathe-
matical expressions for subtractive combinations of the
respective half-reaction cycles as described above.

The critical point of the concept is the implementation of s
and h into the Marcus-type reactivity model as follows:

DGs ¼ DGs
00 þ DGs

diag þ DGs
offdiag ¼ DGs

00 þ DG0

2
þ 1

4
ðjsj � jhjÞ

(7)

where the free-energy barrier of the reaction (DGs) depends on
the intrinsic free-energy barrier DGs

00 and thermodynamics
(DGs

thermo) partitioned into the diagonal free energy of the
reaction (DGs

diag) and the off-diagonal term (DGs
offdiag), the latter

of which includes the effects of asynchronicity and frustration
on the barrier. DGs

diag is well-known as the linear free energy
relationship (LFER).72

Eqn (7) shows that, for a homologous set of reactions
(presumably featuring similar intrinsic reaction barriers), the
total barrier is decisively modulated by the LFER together with
the off-diagonal term DGs

offdiag. Because radical ligand transfer
is conceived to follow one of the two distinct mechanistic
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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scenarios from Scheme 3, we here formulate and testify
a hypothesis: the operative mechanism and kinetics of a reac-
tion is the one that features the thermodynamic cycle associated
with the most favorable off-diagonal contribution to the barrier,
i.e. the most favorable DGs

offdiag. To assess this, we consider
substituted (L)(TMC)FeIII–OH complexes (with L as a variable
axial ligand) in reaction with two substrates, CHDc and 2F-CHDc
(Fig. 1A), as these two sets exhibit a mostly mutually opposite
preference for the off-diagonal component DGs

offdiag (Fig. 1B).
Specically, most of the (L)(TMC)FeIII–OH/CHDc systems favor
the bidirectional OH−

//e−) cycle (or shortly the OH− cycle),
whereas the uorinated form of CHDc switches the preference
for unidirectional OH+

//e−/ (or shortly the OH+ cycle). The
preference for the OH− vs. OH+ cycle was assessed as a differ-
ence between DGs

offdiag;OH� and DGs
offdiag;OHþ from the respective

cycles (Fig. 1B).
Application of the thermodynamic model to predict DGs of
the hydroxyl transfer reactions

In the rst step, we investigated the applicability of the ther-
modynamic (three-component) model to predict the change in
DGs in two sets of reactions. The two sets are (L)(TMC)FeIII–OH
series with CHDc denoted as the ‘OH− set’ due to the preference
for the OH− cycle, and (L)(TMC)FeIII–OH series with 2F-CHDc,
which shows preference towards the OH+ cycle and is therefore
called the ‘OH+ set’ (Fig. 1). For each set, we looked into the
following correlations: (i) DGs versus DGs

diag alias LFER; (ii)
DGs versus LFER together with the effect of asynchronicity of
the reaction; and (iii) DGs versus DGs

thermo including the LFER
along with the complete off-diagonal thermodynamic term. The
correlations are shown in Fig. 2.

The results show that DGs
thermo allows the evolution of DGs

within both of the sets (as indicated by R2 > 0.7) to be captured
very well. The off-diagonal term seems indispensable for an
accurate prediction of DGs as the LFER alone does not perform
satisfactorily (as shown by an R2 of 0.05 and 0.28 for the OH− and
OH+ set, respectively). The reason for poor performance of the
LFER may be a relatively small span of the DG0 values (ca. 4 kcal
mol−1), which does not allow the variability of DGs to be effec-
tively grasped and suggests that the reactivity is shaped by other
factors (notably, in datasets featuring a larger span ofDG0 values,
the role of LFER is more signicant, see the ESI†). In both OH−

//
e−) and OH+

//e−/ cases, asynchronicity is the crucial ingredient
to describe the barriers (improving correlations with R2 > 0.6).
However, in the OH− set, frustration further improves the
prediction, as DGs

thermo provides a noticeably better correlation
than DGs

diag − jhj/4 (R2 = 0.71 vs. R2 = 0.62), whereas in the OH+

set frustration acts more as a perturbation to the DGs
diag − jhj/4

(lowering the R2 from 0.90 to 0.76). We note that we also
tested how much the correlation between DGs and
DGs

thermo deteriorates if we apply DG
s
thermo from the inappropriate

cycle associated with the higher DGs
offdiag. For the OH− set, the

correlation based on the DGs
thermo obtained from the OH+ cycle

(featuring higher DGs
offdiag) performs noticeably worse as the R2

for DGs vs. DGs
thermo decreases from 0.7 to 0.5 (Fig. S8 and Table

S13†). For the OH+ set, once the ‘inappropriate’ OH− DGs
offdiag is
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
applied, the model performs comparably well as in case of the
application of the appropriate cycle. We traced the source of the
seeming tness of the ‘mismatched’ model to strong correlation
between hR− and hR+ obtained from the two thermodynamic
cycles (R2 of 0.87). This can be further narrowed down to the
linear correlation of u values for the (L)(TMC)FeIII–OH systems
obtained from the OH− and OH+ half-reaction cycles (Fig. S9†).

Finally, it must be stressed that the two sets feature different
slopes in the correlation with DGs

diag − jhj/4 and DGs
thermo, which

indicates that the two reactions feature fundamentally different
mechanisms. The OH− set is analogous to the previously studied
cPET reactions, where asynchronicity is the barrier-lowering
contribution, whereas the OH+ set displays a change in the sign
of the correlation slope in going from the le to the right plots in
Fig. 2. The change is counterintuitive as it indicates that themore
asynchronous reaction as well as the reaction featuring a more
favorable off-diagonal term will be associated with a higher DGs.
Behind this apparent contradiction, however, lies one more
effect, which is discussed later in the text.
Agreement between the observed mechanism of cIET and the
mechanism indicated by thermodynamic contributions

To gain insight into the mechanism of the reaction and distin-
guish between the OH−

//e−) and OH+
//e−/ featured radical ligand

transfers, we examined the changes in electronic properties of the
reacting system along the reaction coordinate, more specically,
the AIM charges and volumes of the OH group. The change in the
AIM charge (Dq) and volume (DV) in going from the RC to the TS, is
plotted in Fig. 3. The gure shows that each of the OH− and OH+

sets is associated with a well-dened range of Dq and DV values
(also see the plots of individual descriptors Dq and DV versus the
difference between two mechanisms in terms of their off-diagonal
energetics in Fig. S11†). Namely, systems characterized by the off-
diagonal energetics favoring the OH− cycle (blue points) form
a cluster featuring a negligible change in the OH volume and an
only slightly negative change in charge in transition from the RC to
the TS (Dq˛ [−0.04e, 0.02e] andDV˛ [−3.7 a.u.3, 1.2 a.u.3]). This is
in good agreement with the mechanism where the (L)(TMC)FeIII–
OH moiety accepts the electron from the substrate, and thus the
anionic character of the OH group remains essentially preserved.
There is one outlier (azide-ligated TMC system), which features
a slightly positive change in charge and negative change in volume
and presumably demonstrates the limitations of the change-of-
charge/volumemethod. Alternatively, this system exhibits the least
asynchronous OH rebound in favor of substrate-to-FeIII electron
transfer (the least negative h), which might explain the largest
radical character of OH at the TS and hence its most pronounced
change in charge and volume in going from the RC to the TS in the
series of reactions.

In contrast, the systems whose off-diagonal contributions to
the barrier originate from the OH+ cycle gather in the other
region of the plot, displaying a considerably larger decrease in
the volume of the OH moiety and positive change in charge
during the RC-to-TS transition. This is in line with the expec-
tation that in the reaction linked to the OH+ cycle, the transfer
of the electron from the FeIII–OH moiety to the substrate leads
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8459–8471 | 8465



Fig. 2 DGs vs. linear free energy relationship (LFER) (left); LFER with the effect of asynchronicity (middle); LFER together with the complete off-
diagonal term (right) for the OH− (top) and OH+ (bottom) sets. The quality of correlations is assessed by using the squared Pearson's coefficient
(R2). For the plot with the points labeled according to the axial ligand of the (L)(TMC)FeIII–OH complex see ESI – Fig. S3,† and the detailed
decomposition of the barriers into the non-thermodynamic and thermodynamic (diagonal and off-diagonal) components is shown in Fig. S4.†
The barriers and thermodynamic descriptors are given in Tables S1–S3.† For the details on all systems investigated in this work see Fig. S5–S7 and
Tables S4–S10.† Further details on the performance of the models are presented in Tables S11 and S12.†

Fig. 3 Characterization of the OH rebound reaction by change in
volume and charge on the transferred OH group upon the RC / TS
transition. The points are colored and shaded from dark blue (favored
OH−) to dark red (favoredOH+) to reflect the difference in off-diagonal
thermodynamic contributions to the barrier (DGs

offdiag) originating from
the OH− and OH+ cycles. The HOMO for the OH− and OH+ cycle
driven reaction is shown in the inset. For the plot with the points
labeled according to the axial ligand of the (L)(TMC)FeIII–OH complex
see Fig. S10,† and the AIM charges and volumes of the studied systems
are listed in Tables S16–S17.†
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to electron deciency on the OH radical group, which is re-
ected by a rather signicant build-up of positive charge, Dq ˛
[0.06e, 0.18e]. Moreover, the observed change in volume is
consistent with the expectation that the OH group with some
OH+ character is less bulky than that with the OH− character,
which corresponds to a larger decrease in volume of OH in the
OH+-favored reaction, DV ˛ [−13.6 a.u.3, −5.6 a.u.3].

Electron deciency of the OH radical group in reactions
associated with the OH+ cycle correlates with the character of
8466 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8459–8471
the frontier molecular orbital at the TS structures. Throughout
the OH+ set of reactions, the b-HOMO features a contribution
from the p orbital of the oxygen of the OH group, which is not
present in the OH−-favored TSs (inset of Fig. 3, for details see
Tables S14 and S15†). This additional contribution indicates
that the OH moiety features an electron vacancy, which enables
a partial delocalization of the unpaired b electron to the OH
moiety. The presence of such a vacancy may suggest that the OH
has a partial OH+ character, which in turn is in line with the
change in charge and volume of OH.
Detailed insight into the concertedness of cIET as given by
asynchronicity

Apart from qualitative agreement between the preference for one
of the cycles and the observed changes along the reaction coor-
dinate, the three-component thermodynamic model also
provides a quantitative insight into the mechanism for the
reaction. It turns out that asynchronicity allows to describe the
extent to which ET is more advanced in the reaction. As shown in
Fig. S12,† the change in charge upon the RC-to-TS transition
correlates with asynchronicity – the systems more asynchronous
towards ET feature a larger change in charge of the OH moiety.
The correlation is much more pronounced in the OH+

//
e−/ featured reactions (R2 = 0.80), yet it is also noticeable in the
OH− set (R2 = 0.56). The weaker correlation observed for the
OH−

//e−) reactions can be explained by a mechanism that
involves ET from the substrate to FeIII and thus less dramatic
changes in the character of the OH moiety. Additionally, the
OH+

//e−/ featured reactions exhibitmore pronounced changes in
Dq (and DV) than their OH−

//e−) counterparts, even though they
are characterized by smaller magnitudes of asynchronicity as
compared to reactions of the OH− set. This suggests (in addition
to the change in the sign of the correlation slope in Fig. 2) that
some other factors may be at work, such as stronger interactions
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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between reactants that are part of the non-thermodynamic
component of the barrier (see the next section).

Moreover, asynchronicity allows us to distinguish between
a concerted and stepwise mechanism of the OH transfer reac-
tion. The investigated transition states correspond to
a concerted process as indicated by a single imaginary
frequency related to OH group motion from the donor to the
acceptor and a retained radical character of the (2F-)CHDc
fragment. For all these cases, the energies of both ET and PT
states are higher than the energy of the TS (see Fig. S13†), which
is clear evidence that the preferred route is concerted electron-
ion transfer. As can be expected, there is a strong relationship
between the energy of the ET (and IT) state and asynchronicity
such that large negative values indicate a low energy of the ET
state (and a high energy of the IT state; Fig. S14†). The investi-
gation of additional TMC systems with neutral axial ligands (e.g.
carbon monoxide, water, and acetonitrile) in reaction with
CHDc showed that if the asynchronicity reaches very negative
values (in this particular case less than −70 kcal mol−1), the
energy of the ET state becomes lower than the energy of the
(separated) reactants, meaning that the reaction is driven by
spontaneous ET between the substrate and the oxidant.
Fig. 4 DGs
00 vs. asynchronicity for radical ligand transfers linked to the

OH− (blue) and OH+ (red) thermodynamic cycles. For the OH−/OH+

sets, the hR− and hR+ from eqn (3) and (4) were employed, respectively.
For the plot with the points labeled according to the axial ligand of the
(L)(TMC)FeIII–OH complex see Fig. S22A.†
Difference between two reaction sets in terms of the interplay
between the thermodynamic and non-thermodynamic
component of the barrier

From Fig. 2, it is apparent that two reaction sets – one associated
with the OH− cycle and the other with the OH+ cycle – differ by
the barrier heights. While the range for DGs in the rst set is 5–9
kcal mol−1, the latter set exhibits higher barriers (in the range of
15–19 kcal mol−1 as shown in Fig. S15†). We note that such
a difference in ranges comes neither from the LFER nor from the
overall thermodynamic contribution to the barriers, since the
range forDGs

diag orDG
s
thermo in both reaction sets is essentially the

same (Fig. 2). In fact, a different barrier range ismostly due to the
non-thermodynamic component of the reaction barrier (that is
DGs

00 from eq (7)), which is higher in the OH+ set of reactions than
in the concurrent OH− set (Fig. 4 and Fig. S4†). Moreover, Fig. 4
reveals a striking difference between the two reaction sets in
terms of the relation between DGs

00 and asynchronicity. Namely,
DGs

00 correlates well with hR+ in the OH+ space so that a larger
value of jhR+j yields a higher DGs

00, while DG
s
00 within the OH− set

of reactions remains approximately constant.
To rationalize this, we note the important features of the TS

geometries: rst; the angle between the FeIII–OH moiety and the
radical carbon atom of the substrate for both of the OH− andOH+

sets consistently facilitates the reaction following the p-channel
for the reaction, that is with the electron accepted (donated) by
one of the dp* orbitals of the FeIII–OH moiety (dp*: dxz/yz anti-
bonding with px/y with the z-axis along the Fe–OH bond). In the
OH+ set, however, the Fe–OH–C axis is more bent (Fig. S16†),
allowing a more favorable overlap of the dp* orbital with pC, but
also causing a larger steric strain between the reactants, which
contributes, at least in part, to the higher values of DGs

00 in the
OH+ set. Second, the key C–OH–Fe distances at TSs in the OH+ set
are noticeably shorter than those in the OH− set (Tables S18–S21
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and Fig. S16–S21†), implying that during theOH+-avored radical
transfer the OH donor and acceptor interact more strongly than
in the reaction following the OH− cycle (as already indicated by
the more pronounced change in charge and volume). All these
observations suggest that there is a signicant difference in the
role of adiabatic coupling between concerted OH−

//e−) and
OH+

//e−/ transfers.
To better understand this, let us recall the meaning of such

a coupling well known from cPET chemistry, where ET and PT are
recognized to be electronically adiabatic or non-adiabatic. The
former means that the reaction takes place on a single electronic
ground state surface, which results from the mixing of the two
originally non-interacting (diabatic) surfaces, which retain the
electronic structure of the reactant and product state along the
reaction coordinate, respectively. Strong mixing leads to a strong
response of electrons to a change in the position of the nuclei and
therefore a strong adiabatic coupling. On the other hand, the
weaker the mixing, the less adiabatic the process becomes, until
it eventually reaches the limit of a non-adiabatic reaction, which
involves thermally accessible excited electronic states. At this
point, it is worth mentioning that, in cPET chemistry, the reac-
tion is oen electronically less adiabatic (with a smaller adiabatic
coupling), when the electron travels a longer distance through
a proton transfer interface.50 Conversely, a shorter distance
between the reactants indicates a larger adiabatic coupling. This,
based on the parallel between cPET and cIET, signals that for the
tighter TSs of the OH+ reactions we can expect stronger adiabatic
couplings, as compared to those associated with the OH− set. The
adiabatic coupling depends on the reaction coordinate73 and
thus it should be integrated in the non-thermodynamic compo-
nent of the reaction barrier DGs

00.
According to our current understanding, thermodynamic

asynchronicity affects adiabatic coupling. As we demonstrated
in ref. 63, thermodynamic asynchronicity in cPET controls the
redistribution of the positive vs. negative charge along the
reaction coordinate going from the RC to the TS. Namely, we
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8459–8471 | 8467
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found that a higher asynchronicity in favor of ET leads to
electron dislocation from the H-atom donor to the acceptor,
which is more pronounced than the competitive build-up of
a more positive charge on the transferred H group. The opposite
is true for a higher asynchronicity in favor of PT. This behavior
is also consistent with the position of the H-atom in between the
H-atom donor and acceptor at the TS. Comparing two reactions
having similar DG0, ET- vs. PT-driven cPET tends to exhibit
a shorter donor—H vs. a shorter H—acceptor distance, respec-
tively. All this may witness that more asynchronous reactions
have a weaker responsivity of electron rearrangement to proton
(nucleus) motion, and vice versa. As a consequence, a smaller
adiabatic coupling expected for more asynchronous reactions
should then reduce the magnitude of DGs

00 to a lower extent.
This is consistent with the observation for the OH+ set in

Fig. 4, where DGs
00 increases with increasing jhj. This effect is

evidently also responsible for the change in the correlation
slope in the OH+ set seen in Fig. 2. On the other hand, the OH−

set of reactions exhibit a more or less constant DGs
00 (inde-

pendent of asynchronicity) due to weaker interaction between
the OHc donor and acceptor, which is also reected by much
smaller electronic changes in the FeIII–OHmoiety in going from
the RC to the TS as compared to the OH+ set, which we
demonstrated in the previous sections.
The ferro- vs. antiferromagnetic interaction of the OH donor
and acceptor and thermodynamics

The unpaired electron of the substrate CHDc (or 2F-CHDc) radical
can interact antiferromagnetically with the high-spin (S = 5/2)
(L)(TMC)FeIII–OH complex, or ferromagnetically with its inter-
mediate-spin (S = 3/2) form. In the TMC-supported FeIII–OH
complexes, the S= 3/2 state lies 3–10 kcal mol−1 above its S= 5/2
counterpart, which is otherwise the focus of this study. This spin
state energetics translates into relative energies of the respective
TSs for OH group transfer: the ferromagnetic TS is higher in
energy than the corresponding antiferromagnetic TS (Fig. S10†).
Nevertheless, we found that the relationship between DGs and
the appropriate DGs

thermo obtained from the favored OH− or OH+

cycle, is well preserved throughout these ferromagnetically
coupled sets (Fig. S5 and S7†). We note in passing that the
observed relationship is largely given by the canonical LFER, that
is the role of the off-diagonal term is slightly less important than
in antiferromagnetically coupled systems (for details see Fig. S5
and S7†). This can be possibly attributed to themore negativeDG0

of ferromagnetically coupled reactive systems. Importantly, we
conclude here that the energy difference between two related
ferro- and antiferromagnetic TSs appear less important compared
to the difference between barriers of two related OH+ and OH−

featured radical ligand transfers, which is given by the three-
component thermodynamics (Fig. S10†).

As for the unidirectional OH+
//e−/ transfer vs. bidirectional

OH−
//e−) transfer mechanism, OH group transfer is not

affected by the spin state of FeIII–OH: the ferromagnetically as
well as antiferromagnetically coupled pairs of reactants feature
a negative and positive change in charge on OH in going from
the RC to the TS in reactions following the OH− and OH+ cycle,
8468 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 8459–8471
respectively. The change in volume of OH also follows the same
pattern in the space of ferromagnetically and antiferromag-
netically coupled systems, i.e. there is only a modest change in
the case of reactions linked to the OH− cycle, and a noticeable
decrease in volume for the OH+ counterpart. The only signi-
cant difference is that the absolute changes in the charge and
the volume in the ferromagnetic space are more shied towards
positive values (see Fig. S23, S24 and Tables S22, S23† as well as
the related discussion on the origin of the shi).

Conclusions

In this work we investigated the role of three thermodynamic
factors contributing to the barrier of radical ligand transfer reac-
tions using the example of OH group transfer reactions. The three-
component thermodynamics and its effect on reactivity were
originally investigated for concerted proton-electron transfer
reactions. This includes, besides the well-known so-called diag-
onal effect – LFER, two other off-diagonal components – asyn-
chronicity (h) and frustration (s), the rst of which measures the
inequality in thermodynamic preference for electron vs. proton
transfer, whereas the latter reects the overall thermodynamic
(in)accessibility of the two separate transfers. Here, we applied the
concept to radical transfer chemistry viewing it as a concerted ion-
electron transfer (cIET) and elucidated the following.

First, the three-component thermodynamic framework works
well for chemistry beyond the concerted proton-electron transfer
and clearly shows that the barrier for the reaction is affected by
the joint contribution originating from free energy of the reac-
tion, asynchronicity and frustration (yet the exact effect of asyn-
chronicity appears to strongly depend on the adiabatic coupling
between ion and electron transfer in cIET, vide infra).

Second, it is the energetics of the off-diagonal states (ion
transfer vs. electron transfer state) that determines the mecha-
nism of the reaction. More importantly, two mechanistic
scenarios can be well recognized – unidirectional cation and
electron transfer from the radical donor to the radical acceptor
and bidirectional anion and electron transfer, where the anion
moves from the radical donor to the acceptor and the electron
ows in the opposite direction. One of the two scenarios is
observed in the reaction if its associated thermodynamic cycle
has preferred off-diagonal thermodynamics (i.e. off-diagonal
states are lower in energy in comparison to those of the
competing thermodynamic cycle). This conclusion was derived
from the correlation of the evolution of the charge and volume
of the OH group upon the RC-to-TS transition and the prefer-
ence for a given thermodynamic cycle. In the case of bidirec-
tional anion-electron transfer, the OH group retains its anionic
character and only slightly changes its volume. In contrast, in
the case of unidirectional cation-electron transfer, the OH
group develops an electron deciency, which is also accompa-
nied by a noticeable decrease in the volume of this moiety.
These ndings render the three-component thermodynamic
model not only a tool to predict cIET reactivity, but also to gain
insight into the mechanism of the reaction.

Third, we have revealed the role of the non-thermodynamic
component of the barrier, which may be the dominant factor
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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ruling the barrier difference between two reactions in the case
of strongly interacting reacting moieties (manifested by more
compact TS structures). This is the situation that we observed
for unidirectional cation-electron transfer reactions. For them,
large values of h result in a high reaction barrier, which
presumably can be attributed to strong modulation of adiabatic
coupling by asynchronicity. Namely, a large asynchronicity in
favor of electron transfer in the unidirectional OH+/electron
process results in reduced adiabatic coupling and, thus a larger
non-thermodynamic component of the barrier. For a bidirec-
tional anion-electron transfer reaction with a weaker interaction
of reacting moieties, the non-thermodynamic component
remains quite constant. These observations eventually suggest
that a unidirectional OH+/electron transfer reaction can be
classied as an adiabatic radical transfer, and the bidirectional
OH−/electron transfer reaction as a less adiabatic ion-coupled
electron transfer. From this perspective, we may partially
perceive a parallel with the mechanistic distinction between
adiabatic hydrogen atom transfer and non-adiabatic proton-
coupled electron transfer.57,74,75 Finally, in light of the presented
study, it seems pertinent to revisit concerted proton-electron
transfer reactions and validate the possibility of the mechanism
analogous to bidirectional OH−/electron transfer, that is the
mechanism where electron transfer owing from the oxidant to
the X–H substrate is coupled to the hydride transfer in the
opposite direction. This will be the aim of future studies.
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